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Teachers Day is celebrated across the country on September 5 with great 

fervour in schools and educational institutions to commemorate the birth 

anniversary of philosopher and academician Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. All 

the schools are closed since March due to the lockdown to contain the spread of 

the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Teachers and students moved 

online since then. If all the other festivals are celebrated online due to 

pandemic, why not Teachers Day!  

St. Xavier’s celebrated Teacher’s Day virtually for the unsung heroes of 

COVID.As we thank our warriors on the FRONTLINE. The future looks 

forward to it's set of Doctors,  Bankers , Scientists,  Police and Change- 

makers.And to shape that future steadfastly- one such person continues to teach 

everyday .Here's to all the teachers who are not Letting this Pandemic affect 

ACADEMICS. 

TEACHER – a multitasking educational rockstar who lives to inspire and 

loves to encourage ! 

To acknowledge the contribution of all our teachers for giving a new meaning 

to the student’s life, the Xaverian Family thanked every teacher , who has been 

the guiding force during the lockdown. The teachers not only taught the new 

way to learn but also motivated the students. 



The event began with a Live Virtual Assembly to celebrate the ocassion 

followed by  the school Manager’s and Principal’s speeches to thank all our 

unsung heroes.  After the formal programme, our team of teachers  conducted 

games for the staff members and then prizes were announced  after the games 

were concluded. The programme wrapped up with wonderful  memories to be 

cherished forever .All in all, it was an eventful day full of surprises which was 

enjoyed by all. 

The entire programme created a great enthusiasm among the teachers. The 

students of Class 11cand 12 paid tribute to their respected teachers thorough 

online speeches and monoacts which were a treat to the eyes to watch and made 

everyone happy. 


